
HELLO
why do we say that?

Hello... hello...

because devils can’t stand circles
so when you say hello to someone
you lure out the devils
by calling the name of their home
and then you nail ‘em
with a circle
Hell ….…..…... O
Hell .…..…..…..…..…. O
Hell ..…..…...…...........….…..…......….…..….....….…..…...... O!

It’s scary eh?

Once Andrea Phipps
was playing the see-how-long-
you-can-leave-off-the-O game
and she choked on a bee
so she never could say the O
and the devils took away her brain
that’s why she flunked grade two
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Poor kid
all she had to do was make the O
with her hand
and she would have been saved

HELL….…..…....
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So
why can’t devils stand circles?

’cause
a long time ago

the angels got halos
on their heads

to keep their brains from growing
bigger than God’s
but some angels

are letting their brains grow
anyway

and the halos
cut into their brains

and made them crabby
and that’s
a devil
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#13a
O.K. Masturbate
What’s it mean?

C’mon Lillian
What’s it mean?

Just take a guess

No no no no no no
no no no no no no
NO!

Boy are you dumb!
It means this...

touch your thing

go on
won’t bite ya

O.K. now rub up and down...
O.K. Stop

Now I’m going to do it
no I’m not
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Because you know why
because in the olden days
in the olden days, Lillian
when there were dragons
and flying monsters
and horrible goblins.
That thing you just did
That was the way
you called up those things
the magic way
Sometimes witches would even stick brooms
covered with magic soup
up their things

Yep... that’s how...
why even today
you can call them up
but you only get their ghosts
because they all died
after God was invented Sooo
it’s even worse now
because you can’t see them
you can’t even see them

That’s why they changed
the name to masturbates
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because they couldn’t bear
the thought of those slimy spectres
those gigantic hags
those evil evil forces
hangin’ around

Monsterbaiting is what it
really is

monsterbaiting... and you
just did it

Shhhh...
d’you hear something scratching?

BLAGGGHH!!!
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#14a
Angels don’t have fun
’cause they’re always praying
and crows have lots of fun
but they get shot at

they get to eat road kill
and fly south
for the winter

one angel
collected crow feathers
and made herself
a secret wing
all black
and she’d fly down
and play with the crows
till God
caught her by the toe
held her upside down
and hung her off a tree

the crows saw
she had no bitsy
and pecked out her eyes
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#14b
Crows got a terror of angels
sometimes that’s why
they go south
for the winter

’cause all that snow
reminds them of heaven
and how black they are
and how mean
God is
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#14c
God’s not always mean
He saves the sparrows
but crows are too big and noisy
God only likes lambs and kittens and donkeys
– anything weak or stupid –
’cause He’s not too bright Hisself
otherwise why would He hang out
with a bunch of angels
in a land where
there’s nothing but air
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#13b
Lillian told me
my soul was in her pencil case

She captured it
when I was monster baiting

She says if i don’t be good
she’ll cut off my dink
and fill it with ink
and it will write swears
by itself on the walls of our house
and all the bad things
it will write too and then
my dink will go crazy
and hunt me down
and kill me
by peeing me with ink
till I drown

that’s why
I’m taking
swimming lessons
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#133
Andrea Phipps got sent to the Cath licken school
God’s breedin farm
she saw a sad guy nailded to a plus sign
and studied real hard
she got a A in math
’cause she didn’t want that happening to her
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